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My Student Elective

In the bush at Ochadamu

ROBIN LEETCH

Ochadamu Medical Centre sits on its own, half a mile from
Ochadamu village, in the heart of the Igala region of Nigeria. It
is in Nigeria's Benue State near the confluence of the rivers
Niger and Benue. Few people outside the Igala have heard of it,
yet until a few years ago it was the only hospital with a permanent
doctor serving the 250 000 people who belong to that part of
Nigeria.

I spent my first few days intrigued by how different Nigeria
was compared with anywhere I had been before. The heat of the
air caught my breath as I stepped off the air-conditioned plane,
and for those seven weeks I wore only a tee-shirt, shorts, and pair
of sandals. My ears soon discovered the noise of Nigeria;
during the day the noise of people is very obvious, and the
sound seems to travel much further than in Britain without
being distorted. At night as if to compensate for the sleeping
people the bush comes alive, and the noise of insects and
animals fills the air until dawn. I was surprised not to be in the
middle of a forest; the jungle was nowhere to be seen. Instead
the land was green with grass and trees; not thick enough for
jungle or sparse enough for grassland-this was the bush.
My biggest shock was when I saw Ochadamu Medical Centre

itself. I had imagined a large white building set on the edge of a

mud-hut village, but to my surprise Ochadamu was more like a

community, covering an area of cleared bush about a kilometre
square. It has numerous buildings, most of which are accom-

modation for the British and Nigerian staff. The total number
of people living and working on the "compound" (as it is referred
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to) is more than 30. There are also accommodation and cooking
facilities for the followers of each patient. These followers,
usually relatives, cook the patient his food, wash his clothes, and
do most of the chores; this is necessary because the hospital
does not have a laundry or kitchen. The hospital buildings
include a 22-bed maternity unit, a 40-bed joint leprosy clinic and
surgical ward, and a small, dark, cramped building with room
for eight medical patients on beds and as many again on mats on
the floor. There is a large dispensary where outpatient clinics
are held every day, and a small annexe for isolation cases such as
typhoid fever. Add to all this a church, a school, a store, an
office, and a generator house, and the size of Ochadamu will be
more easily imagined.
As Ochadamu is only 7° north of the equator there is little

variation in the time of sunrise or sunset throughout the whole
year. The Igalas rise with the sun every morning at 6 am. I
didn't get up until 7 am, but sometimes I was wandering home
from the operating theatre at dawn and already patients would be
gathering for clinics, and followers and Nigerian staff could be
heard making breakfast. In contrast to the sedate, sombre start
of another day in Belfast, in Nigeria the air is full of chattering,
shouting, and banging. There is a pleasant Igala custom whereby
people greet each other at length. It doesn't take long to pick up
the basic greetings and responses, and I quickly fitted into the
way of saying "Hello" in the Igala manner. This custom is an
important part of the people's way of life, and any stranger soon
feels welcome under the flood of "Good mornings" from people
he has never met.

Seeing how ochadamu worked

I was living with Dr McKibbin, his wife, and their one-year-
old daughter Fiona in a house that was practical and comfortable
but not in any way luxurious. Dr McKibbin is the senior doctor
and is helped by Dr Janet Martin, who has just completed her
first two years at Ochadamu. During my seven weeks I accom-
panied Dr McKibbin on as much of his work as I could. At first
I stayed in the background, seeing how Ochadamu worked, and
then as opportunities arose I began to help out in any way I
could. I was free to be present at as much or as little as I wanted,
but I deliberately set myself to get up at nightwhenDrMcKibbin
was called, to work while he worked, and to sleep while he slept.
I was soon glad that I was blessed with a strong constitution,
which could survive long periods with little sleep and food. Once
or twice, however, I just had to go to bed because I was falling
asleep on my feet, but Dr McKibbin worked on. When I
consider also that he dealt with many minor problems at night
without calling me I realise that his stamina and strength left
me far behind. He also has the dubious privilege of being blood
group 0 Rh-negative, and since Ochadamu has no blood bank
he gives on average one unit of blood every three mlonths. On
occasions he has donated a unit of blood to a shocked patient
just before scrubbing up and operating on the recipient.
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Everyone at Ochadamu works hard; the missionary nurses do
the jobs of housemen and ward sisters combined. They are on a
rota and on call one night in three and get almost no sleep for
that night. They also do a full day's work every day, and are on
standby for one other night in the set of three. If there is any
theatre work the nurse on standby gets up to cover for the
nurse on call, who helps in the theatre. I was glad to relieve the
pressure on them slightly by helping at most of the opera-
tions done during my stay.

Naturally, it was not long before I was looking for answers
to the questions "Why do these people come and work here ?"
and "Why do they stay ?" The answer was the same to both
questions; each person was a convinced Christian and was
absolutely sure God wanted them to work in Nigeria. But
alongside their devotion to God was an unquenchable love for
the Igala people. Even when the strain showed and frustration
gave way to anger, it was clear their love went deeper than these
frustrations could ever disturb. I would be presumptuous to
claim that in my short stay I could experience the same frustra-
tions, but I saw some of them and I shared a few.

No anaesthetic machines or incubators

To be trained in a highly scientific, mechanised medical
system and then practise medicine in a hospital with no anaes-
thetic machines, no electrocardiograms, no haemodialysis
machines, and no incubators creates a problem of adaption.
Where histological reports are not available simple diagnosis can
become difficult; and where treatment is limited by the lack of
machinery astute diagnosis may be meaningless. Dr McKibbin
saw a young man with acute renal failure and diagnosed black-
water fever, one of the rarer complications of malaria. But with
no haemodialysis machine available we watched him go seven
days without passing urine until he finally died. We could not
even measure his blood urea concentration.

Disposable equipment such as surgeons' gloves is resterilised
and used until it falls to pieces. Sometimes a change of glove
was needed during an operation. The replacement tore as it was
being pulled on, but there was no other size-7* glove sterilised
and so the operation continued with one of the surgeon's hands
cramped inside a size-6i glove. The generator was out of action
for a week during my stay. A laparotomy was started at 4 pm
with the surgeon knowing that it would be dark by 7 pm and that
there was no generator to light the theatre. Complications were
discovered and a colostomy was done after an extensive search
of the abdomen for an apparent perforation. We finished the
operation by lamplight.
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The threat of illness was always present, and malaria and
filariasis were accepted as part of being alive. Viral hepatitis,
strange fevers, and gastrointestinal infections were always
striking. I escaped lightly, probably because of the numerous
vaccinations I had had before travelling; two attacks of the
"runs" in seven weeks is good by Nigerian standards. Ironically
the worst discomfort I had came from a perianal haematoma
that I incurred in our vain efforts to crankstart the broken
generator. My most harrowing experience resulted fromchewing
a freshly pickled chilli pepper. I thought that the cooling of the
flames around my mouth and lips after an hour was the end of
my troubles; what I didn't realise was that the pepper must have
paralysed my gastric emptying mechanism. I ate lunch and had
had a good evening meal and then Dr McKibbin was called to a
woman with an obstructed labour; he decided to do a caesarean
section. As I scrubbed up I felt slightly uneasy in my stomach
but tried to ignore it. It was only after safe delivery of the child
and the sewing up of the uterus that I began to think more of the
cramp in my abdomen than of the operation. After sewing up
the peritoneum I could hold on no longer, and turning away
from the table I surrendered to the glorious relief of vomiting
up what seemed like a week's food. To complete my shame, I
vomited into the nearest basin I could see, which unfortunately
was a bowl of sterile water. That happened at my first caesarean
section and thankfully was not repeated when I helped at at
least seven more before I left.

Spectacular presentations

Two months at home have allowed me to appreciate the full
effect ofmy elective. Only on reflection have I realised how much
I learned. I regularly saw leprosy, tuberculosis, sickle-cell
anaemia, and filariasis; osteomyelitis was common, and a tibia
infected for seven months is not easily forgotten. Nigeria also
has endless examples of rare or spectacular medical presentations.
One man presented with a huge abdomen and bilateral, fluid-
filled inguinal hernias; we tapped 15 1 of ascitic fluid before
removing the drain. Even then his abdomen was still half full of
fluid and after three days was the same as when he first presented.

For the first time, I saw the job of a doctor as more than
money, position, and endless slog. Even with the barest facilities,
someone who is well trained can do so much good. I could see
before my own eyes why years of hard study are worth while:
they made you useful to other people whether at home or
overseas. In Britain one more doctor or one less would
change nothing, whereas in Africa the arrival of a new recruit
wouldn't halve the work of the doctor already there: it would
double the number of people that could be helped.
My time at Ochadamu was so different that it doesn't seem

part of one life. The hum of the insects and the animals of the
bush no longer send me to sleep; instead it is the staccato night
noises of mechanised Belfast. A stopwatch now regulates the
day, whereas in Nigeria it was the heat of the sun.

Woman and baby outside isolation unit at Ochadamu.

One of my patients works as a loft insulator. Is he likely to suffer any
sort of dust disease after many years of working in enclosed dirty loft
spaces putting fibreglass on the floors ?

Loft insulation work has not been shown to give rise to any form of
lung disease normally associated with dust or fibres. Inhalation of
man-made mineral fibres such as fibreglass does not appear to cause
mesothelioma, in contrast with the naturally occurring fibre asbestos.
Large quantities of man-made mineral fibres, however, when injected
into the pleura of experimental animals can cause mesotheliomas.
Much research is being carried out to assess the relevance of these
experiments to inhalation in man and to determine a threshold limit
value. In the meantime, therefore, to minimise exposure of both
lungs and skin, wearing gloves and a mask conforming to British
Standard Specifications for protection against white asbestos
(chrysotile) would be prudent.
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